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Abstract 
Wiseman, J.A., On the intersection rank of a graph, Discrete Mathematics 104 
293-305. 
(1992) 
This paper studies the dimension of the intersection between the cycle and coboundary groups 
of a simple graph. Basic equations are derived, which are then refined for bipartite graphs. 
These are then employed in studying graphs arising from t-designs and circulant matrices. 
0. Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study the dimension of the intersection between 
the cycle group and coboundary group of a graph. These concepts were 
apparently first introduced by Tutte in his thesis [7] (see also the introduction to 
his Graph Theory [S]). They have been extensively applied, as can be seen by 
perusing any standard graph theory text (such as Deo [2] or Harary [3]). Thus any 
results concerning them have a certain intrinsic interest. 
The problem is a classical one in the theory of binary vector spaces: the 
determination of the extent of intersection between a vector space and its dual. 
Many disciplines (e.g. coding theory) have been keenly interested in this topic. 
1. Definitions, facts, and basic examples 
As usual, the lack of standardization in graph theory necessitates a discussion 
of notation. The main source of the ensuing terminology will be Tutte [8]. 
Let G be a graph (throughout this paper, all graphs will be simple). Let V and 
E be its vertex and edge sets of size IV/ and 1 El. Let QV and QE be free groups 
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over V and E with coefficients from GF(2). Obviously, 52” and QE can be 
considered binary vector spaces of length (VI and IEl. This linear algebra 
viewpoint will be frequently adopted. 
Define a mapping n : E x V I+ GF(2) by 
n(e, v) = 
1 if e is incident to U, 
0 otherwise. 
Then define 
d is the boundary operator; 6 is the coboundary operator. They are 
homomorphisms (or linear maps). Define the cycle group Tto be the kernel of d, 
and the coboundary group A to be the image of 6. Define the intersection rank of 
G to be the dimension of rtl A (denoted r(Tn A)). 
It is well known that: 
(1) r’- = A (under the usual scalar product) 
(2) r(T) = IEJ - JVI + pO. Here p. is the number of components of G. 
(3) r(A) = (VJ - pO. Hence Sz, = r@ A iff r(Tfl A) = 0. In this case G is 
boundary resolvable. 
(4) A is spanned by the vertex cobounduries, the image of a single vertex under 
6. 
(5) Graph theoretically, a cycle is an edge disjoint union of elementary cycles 
(circuits), while a coboundary is the edges joining X to x’, where X E V. More 
algebraically, in a cycle the number of edges incident to any vertex is even, while 
a coboundary is the sum of the vertex coboundaries generated by X (or Xc). 
Let Ci, . . . , C,,, be the components of G. For each i, let ii denote the element 
of Sz, given by CvEc, 1 . v. Now let L be the subspace of !& spanned by 
i,, . . . , i,,. Then it is easy to see L = ker(b), so S&/L = A. Let x: C&IL+ A be 
the canonical isomorphism taking cosets of L onto their image under 6. The 
action of x is quite natural: if (a) E Q,/L and /3 E (a), then x(( (Y)) is the sum 
of all vertex coboundaries whose generating vertex has a coefficient of 1 in /3. This 
isomorphism will play a key role in what follows. 
When viewing Q, as a vector space, it will be useful to specify subsets of 
coordinates. So if x’ E QV, let f-,, denote the projection of x’ onto 52,, where 
V, s V is the set of vertices of even valence in G. If V, is the set of vertices with 
odd valence, similarly define x’_, . Now define _Z- as the projection of x’ onto &&,, 
and let Zij (i = 1, . . . , pO; j = 0,l) be the projection of x’ onto SZv,.oY. Thus, if 
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If G is a graph, its vertex adjacency matrix will be denoted A. If G = (5, T) is 
bipartite, its bipurtite adjacency matrix (rows indexed by S and columns by T) will 
be denoted M. Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all matrix computations will be 
performed over GF(2), and all vectors will be row vectors. 
The following examples will illustrate some of the basic concepts: 
(1) If G is a circuit, r(T rl A) = 0 or 1 according as G is odd or even. 
(2) Let G(S, T) be a complete bipartite graph. Then: 
(a) If ISI and (Tl are odd, G is boundary resolvable. 
(b) If ISI is odd and ITI is even, r(Tfl A) = ISI - 1. 
(c) If IS1 and ITI are even, r(T rl A) = ISI + ITI - 3. 
(3) The Petersen graph is not boundary resolvable. 
The verification of these statements is quite straightforward and will be 
omitted, especially as several of them are corollaries to subsequent theorems. 
They do suggest certain aspects of the theory. For example, there appears to be 
no immediate connection between one-factorizations (see Lovasz and Plummer 
[5]) and boundary resolvable graphs. Indeed, the above examples already cover 
all possible intersections of the two properties. 
It will also be observed that odd valence is not by itself decisive. Even for 
regular bipartite graphs, the size and valence are not sufficient to determine the 
intersection rank. For let G1 and G2 have bipartite adjacency matrices as follows: 
1s 
2s 
M,=3, 
4S 
5s 
1T 277 3, 4T 5T 
1 0 1 1 o- 
0 1 1 1 0 
1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 1 
,o 0 1 1 l_ 
1T 2T 3, 4T 57- 
2; 1 0 1
, M2=3s i 0 
1 1 0 1 0 ’ 
0 1 1 1 
4,l 0 0 1 1 
5s 1 1 0 0 1. 
Then setting X = (3,, 4S, 5S, 3*, 43, 5T) generates an element of I-,, fl AC,. On 
the other hand, G2 is boundary resolvable. This can be verified by direct 
inspection, or better, by using Corollary 11. 
2. Basic theorems 
The first theorem offers a pathway into the general analysis of the intersection 
rank. First, decompose V into V, and VI and let A be partitioned in like manner. 
VI v, 
Assume s2, is ordered in a compatible fashion. 
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Theorem 1. Let G be u simple graph and let c* E A. Let (x’) = ((~~j)) = x-‘(c*). 
Then c* E r iff the following equations are satisfied: 
(1) ?A-,, = 0, 
(2) _?A_, =x’_, 
Proof. First, the equations are well defined for &/L. For suppose x’ satisfies (l), 
(2), and jJ E L. Then 9i- is either 6 or ii-. But in the latter case jri__ . A_0 = 6, as 
Ii-A sums all rows from Cj, and the columns of A_, have even weight. So 
y’ - A_0 = 6. On the other hand, ii- -A-, = iil, since all columns have odd 
weight. Hence (x’ + y’)A_, =x’_, + jCI = (x’ + y’)_l. So (x’ + y’) satisfies equations 
(1) and (2). 
The remainder of the proof relies on the observation that the kth coordinate of 
?A is the mod 2 sum of all edges incident to uk in c*, save those contributed by 
a(~,) itself (since akk = 0). So if vk E V, the kth coordinate of ZA actually 
measures the parity of the number of edges incident to vk, since the addition of 
6(uk) will not change this parity. Similarly, if vk E VI, the addition of 6(v,) wifl 
change the parity. Now c* E r iff every vertex has even valence. If vk E V,, this 
will occur iff the kth coordinate of .?A is 0. If vk E VI, this will occur iff the kth 
coordinate of .?A agrees with 2. Hence ?A_, = 6, ?A_, = x’:, . Cl 
The power of this theorem appears in its specialization to particular types of 
graphs. In that spirit, the following theorem is suggestive. 
Theorem 2. Let G be a graph. Then: 
(a) Zf every vertex has even valence, r(r fl A) = r(E,(A)) - pO. 
(b) Zf every vertex has odd valence, r(T II A) = r(E,(A)) - pO. 
Note. Here EB(A) denotes the eigenspace associated with p. 
Proof. (a) In this case A =A_o and A_1 and x’_1 are empty. So c* E r tl A iff 
x-‘(c*) = (2) h w ere x’ . A = 6. The theorem follows from the fact that I(_?) 1 = 
2p0 
(b) Now A =A_ landc*~rnAiff~-‘(c*)=(Z) where.?A=x’. Cl 
These theorems will be applied to bipartite graphs. 
3. Bipartite graphs 
The equations in Theorems 1 and 2 can be modified into a more complex and 
informative system in the case of bipartite graphs. This will allow for the analysis 
of many types of graphs arising from symmetric 2-designs and circulant matrices. 
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Let G = (S, T) be bipartite and let M be the bipartite adjacency matrix. Let S,, 
Sr, T’,, T,, represent the vertices of even and odd valence in S and T respectively; 
and let M be subdivided as indicated 
Now if c* E AC and (2) = x-‘(c*), set x’= (z&, i&, Co, 5,) where u’, identifies 
coordinates from S,, and the others are defined similarly. Observe that M defines 
a mapping: 
M: %I,-+ %I, 
(where *Is and *IT means restriction to S and T). 
Theorem 3. Let G = (S, T) and let c* E A. Let x-‘(c*) = (I&, &, I&, Cl). Then 
c* E r if x-‘(c*) satisfies the following equations: 
(1) ziM-O = 6, 
(2) GM:_ = 6, 
(3) LzM_1 = 01, 
(4) GM;_ = ii,. 
Here ii denotes (iiO, iiJ and 5 is defined similarly. 
Proof. The theorem can be proved directly, but this proof will use Theorem 1. 
The adjacency matrix A takes the form 
A-$3, ;: $$l 
Now let x’ = x-‘(c*). Then c* E r iff: 
.?A_,=6 and _CA_,=Zl. 
But the equations translate into: 
CM_,, + 5 . M,T = (6,6), 
iiM_, + 5 . MT- = (Cl, 5,). 
The equations can be uncoupled since there is no overlap of coordinates. For 
example, CM+, only affects coordinates in TO, and CM:_. only affects coordinates 
in S,. Thus c* E r tl A iff equations (l)-(4) hold. Cl 
The analog to Theorem 2 indicates the increased sharpness of the theory for 
bipartite graphs. 
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Theorem 4. Let G = (S, T). Then: 
(a) Zf every vertex of G has odd valence, r(Tn A) = r(E,(MMT)) - pO = 
r(&(MTM)) - PO. 
(b) Zf every vertex of S has even valence and every vertex of T has odd valence, 
r(T fl A) = r(Eo(MMT)) - po. 
(c) Zf every vertex of S has odd valence and every vertex of T has even valence, 
r(T fl A) = r(Eo(MTM)) - pO. 
(d) Zf every vertex of G has even valence, r(T n A) = r(Eo, (M)) + 
r(Eo(MT)) - p. = (V( - 2. r(M) - po. 
Proof. (a) Equations (l)-(4) of Theorem 3 now reduce to: 
iiM=i?, CMT=u’ 
SO C* E rn A iff x-‘(c*) = ( 2, 5) is of the form: (c, iiM) where (iiM)MT = zi. 
Hence C*EZ iff x-‘(c*)= ( D, iiM) where u’ E E,(MMT). Thus r(Tn A) = 
r(E,(MMT)) - po. This equals r(EI(MTM)) - pO by symmetry. 
(b) Now the equations reduce to: 
iiM=C, GMT = 6. 
Hence u’(MMT) = 6. So (as above) 
r(Z n A) = r(Eo(MMT)) - po. 
(c) Same as (b). 
(d) This follows since the equations are now: 
iiM=6, 6MT=(j 0 
Remark. The intersection ranks given for complete bipartite graphs in example 2 
of part 1 are easy corollaries of the above theorem. For example, if ISI and 1 TI 
are both odd (in the complete case), MM T = .I (the all 1 matrix). When .Z has an 
odd number of rows, r(E,(J) = 1. As p. = 1, the graph is boundary resolvable. 
4. t-Designs 
A t-(v, k, A) design 9 is a structure defined on a set with v elements (called 
points) via a collection of subsets of size k (called blocks). The blocks must have 
the property that any set of t points is contained in precisely A blocks. In order to 
avoid trivialities, it will be assumed 0 < k < v, and k 3 t. 
Remark. The results from design theory used herein will be drawn from Lander 
[4]. Cameron and Van Lint [l] give a briefer treatment with similar terminology 
and emphasis. 
If 9 is a t - (v, k, A) design, then there is a natural bipartite graph G9 = (S, T) 
associated with it. S consists of the blocks, T consists of the points, and incidence 
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denotes inclusion. The intersection rank of G9 will sometimes be loosely referred 
to as the intersection rank of 9. 
An important fact (p. 18 of Lander [4]) is that any t - (v, k, A) design is also an 
s - (v, k, A.,) design for all 0 ss s t. Here A, = (i ::)/(:I:) . A. The number of 
blocks incident with a point (A,) is denoted r = ((v - l)/(k - 1)) . AZ. The number 
of blocks (A,) is denoted 6 = vr/k. If 9 is a t-design, then its treatment as an 
s - (v, k, A.,) design is the associated s-design. 
Now for any t - (v, k, A) design there is an incidence matrix M which coincides 
with the bipartite adjacency matrix of G9. If t 2 2, then a famous computation 
shows: MTM = (r - &)I + AzJ. Furthermore, for any 2-design, an easy argument 
shows GS must be connected. Thus the previous theorem now yields the 
intersection rank whenever k is odd and t 3 2. 
Remark. The restriction of t 2 2 is logical since the consideration of a l-design 
basically returns to the previous theorems with very little extra information. For 
instance, the contrasting examples at the end of Section 1 both arise from 
l-designs with identical parameters and b = r. 
Theorem 5. Let 9 be a t - (v, k, A) design with t 2 2 and k odd. Then: 
(a) If A2 is odd, G9 is boundary resolvable. 
(b) If A2 is even, the intersection rank of G9 is v - 1. 
Proof. Observe that every block has valence k and every point has valence r. In 
(b), MTM = rl and the result follows from Theorem 4. In (a), note that the 
equation r(k - 1) = (v - l)& implies v is odd. Then a calculation shows that 
r(&(J,,,)) = 4%U,., + Jux,,)) = 1. 0 
For k even, the theory is less complete. When r is odd, it is necessary to 
analyze the matrix MMT = (MT)T . MT. M ’ is the adjacency matrix of the dual 
design, occasioned by reversing the role of blocks and points. Unfortunately, the 
dual of a t-design need only be a l-design; hence (as previously noted) MMT need 
not exhibit the systematic structure exploited above. For symmetric 2-designs (see 
the subsequent corollary), this case cannot happen. 
When r and k are both even, the problem is finding the rank of M. This can be 
determined when n = k - A2 is odd, and so allows for a partial result. 
Theorem 6. Let 9 be a t-(v, k, A.) design with t 2 2. Let k and r be even. Then: 
(a) Zf Al is odd, the intersection rank of G9 is b - v + 1. 
(b) Zf A2 is even, then 
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Proof. This is an easy application of Prop. 2.6 on p. 50 of Lander [4], though the 
proof must be inspected carefully since it is stated for symmetric 2-designs. 
However, since k is even, it is clear each row is orthogonal to iv,, hence 
r(M) < u - 1. Also, the sum of all rows containing a 0 in the ith column will be 
(r - 3c2, . . . ) r - A,, 0, r - &, . . . , r - A,), which will generate a subspace of rank 
u - 1 as both r - 12* and ‘u are odd. Observing that IV,,1 = b + v and applying 
Theorem 4 yields r(T tl A) = b - v + 1. 
(b) Since k is even and A2 is even, the columns of M are self-orthogonal. Thus 
r(M) c ib. Trivially, r(M)*2 (recall kfv). From above, r(M)Sv - 1. 
Applying Theorem 4 gives the result. Cl 
The reader will have observed that other than its role in establishing &, the t 
has been irrelevant. Only the parameters of the associated 2-design have been 
employed. The rest of this section, then, will be devoted to particular types of 
2-designs. It will be understood that whenever a t-design has an associated 
2-design fitting the following specifications, it will inherit the indicated intersec- 
tion rank. 
In a symmetric 2-design, b = v, r = k, and any two blocks intersect on A. points. 
Examples are abundant and important, and the two previous theorems are 
sufficient to determine their intersection rank in many cases. 
Corollary 7. Let 9 be a 2 - (v, k, A) symmetric design. Then: 
(a) Zf k and A are odd, GB is boundary resolvable. 
(b) Zf k is odd and A is even, r(T n A) = v - 1. 
(c) Zf k is even and )3 is odd, r(T fl A) = 1. 
(d) ZfkisevenandIIiseven, v-l<r(TnA)62v-5. 
Proof. See Theorems 5 and 6. Cl 
This corollary is sufficient to determine the intersection rank of symmetric 
2-designs arising from projective geometries. 
Remark. The gap occurring when k and il are even is intrinsic. The problem is 
that the intersection rank is determined by the rank of M, which may vary 
according to the structure of the design. For example, consider the case k = v, 
momentarily dropping the non-trivial restriction on designs. Then M = J and, for 
k even, this forces r(T fl A) = 2v - 3. On the other hand, it is certainly possible 
to create symmetric 2-designs where the rank of M varies between the two 
bounds. See Lander [4], p. 58 for a brief discussion of this. 
It has been observed that if k is even and r is odd, the above theory does not 
allow for a general description of the intersection rank of a 2-design beyond that 
given by Theorem 4. However, for certain kinds of 2-(v, k, A) designs, k even and 
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r odd, it may be possible to say more. As an illustration, consider a 2-(zr, k, A) 
afine design (see Lander [4], p. 21). A 2-(v, k, A) design is affine if there exists an 
equivalence relation on the set of blocks so that: 
(1) Each equivalence class contains the same number of blocks (call it s). 
(2) Blocks from the same equivalence class are disjoint. 
(3) Blocks from different equivalence classes intersect in exactly ~1 points. 
Affine designs are generalizations of the 2-designs which arise from affine 
geometries (see Cameron and van Lint [l], p. 7). AG(m, q) refers to a design 
where the points are vectors of length m over a field of size q, and the blocks are 
(m - 1) dimensional hyperplanes. It is an affine design with parameters 2- 
(4”, qm--l, qm-2 + . . . + q + 1) (Lander [4], p. 21). Another example is the 
2-design associated with a 3-(4m, 2m, m - 1) Hadamard design (m > 1) 
obtainable from any Hadamard matrix. (See [l] or [4]. There are many infinite 
families of such designs, and it is conjectured they exist for all m > 1.) This design 
has parameters 2-(4m, 2m, 2m - 1) and is affine. 
In Lander [4] it is pointed out that s = v/k and p = k*/v for any affine design. 
Also, the number of equivalence classes is r. Only the case k is even and r is odd 
will be discussed, since the other cases are analyzed in the previous theorems. 
AG(m, 2”) and the affine Hadamard designs are examples where these conditions 
hold. 
Theorem 8. Let 9 be a 2-(v, k, A) afine design with k even, r odd. Then. 
(a) If p is odd, the intersection rank of GS is 
(v - k)(v - 1) . A _ 1 
k(k-1) ’ 
(b) If y is even, the intersection rank of G9 is b - 1. 
Proof. (a) Let pl, . . . , pr be the equivalence classes and partition M accordingly 
Now by Theorem 4, r(T n 
Xl 
PI 
P2 
MC; 
Pr [ 
Pl 
Mj’@ =: 
PI 
Pl P2 ... Pr 
-0 @.../LJ 
/Ll o..*fl sxs 
. . 
. . . 
_> > ..: ;, 
1 
1. 
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Clearly, r(MMT) = r, hence r(E,(MMT)) = b - r. So 
r(TnA)=b-r-l= (v - k)(v - 1). A _ 1. 
k(k - 1) 
(b) This follows since now MMT = Obxb. Cl 
5. Circulant matrices 
A circulant matrix A of size n X n over a field F is a matrix of the form 
a, a, -*. a,_, 
A = 4-l a0 . . * G-2 . L :I a, u2 ... (4, 
Under usual matrix operations they form an algebra which is isomorphic to the 
algebra F[x]/(x” - 1) under the mapping: A *u. + u,x + . . . + un_,xn-’ = u(x). 
For a concise discussion of circulant matrices, see MacWilliams and Sloane [6], 
pp. 500-501. 
If A is a binary circulant matrix, it is the bipartite adjacency matrix of a graph 
GA. AT is also a circulant matrix with associated polynomial a,, + a,_,~ + . . . + 
4x +* = u’(x). From Theorem 4, if u(l) = 0, r(r f~ A) depends on r(A); while if 
u(l) = 1, r(T rl A) depends on r(E,(AAT)). The determination of these ranks will 
depend on the specific polynomials involved. Even if this determination is made, 
more analysis will be necessary, since the connectedness of GA is not assured. 
These issues are intimately tied up with the factorization of xn + 1 over GF(2), 
which can vary enormously. Each factorization will depend on a detailed 
breakdown of the integers mod n into cyclotomic cosets (see Chs. 4 and 7 of 
MacWilliams and Sloane [6]). So general theorems on the order of the preceding 
ones will not be possible. Nevertheless, thanks to the efforts of coding theorists, 
certain assertions can be made. 
First, the connectedness issue needs to be addressed. 
Lemma 9. Let A # 0 be a circulunt n x n binary matrix with associated polynomial 
u(x). Assume without loss of generality that a, = 1 and let (a,,) be the set of 
nonzero coefficients of u(x). Then 
Proof. Let d = gcdlsksr {ik, n>. Now G = (S, T) where s= 
{ so, s1, . . . > s,_l}T = {to, t,, . . . , t,_l}. If x is the number of vertices in the 
component containing sO, then by symmetry p0 = 2nlx. Now each Si is connected 
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to {ti+,,};=l and each tj is connected to {Sj_i,};=i where index sums are taken 
modn. So if s0 is path connected to Sj (or equivalently tj), then there exists 
integers bi, . . . , b, where 
or 
blil + . - . + bri, - j (mod n) 
blil + . . . + b,i, + brtl . n = j. 
This can be solved iff d 1 j. The argument is reversible since sk is connected to tk. 
So x = I{skd, tkd)El=dI) = 2 - n/d and the theorem follows. 0 
Now the rank of A is the dimension of the ideal generated by a(x). This (see 
p. 190 of MacWilliams and Sloane [6]) is equal to n minus the number of n-th 
roots of unity (counting multiplicities) which are also roots of U(X). Then the 
following theorem holds. 
Theorem 10. Let A be an n x n binary circulant matrix with associated polynomial 
a(x). Then: 
(a) Zf a(l) = 1, and e is the number of nth roots of unity to a(x + 1, then 
the intersection rank of GA is e - pO. 
(b) Zf a(1) = 0, and e is the number of nth roots of unity to a(x), then the 
intersection rank of GA is 2e - pO. 
Proof. (a) Note that AAT - I is associated with the polynomial a(x + 1. 
The rest follows from Theorem 4 and the previous discussion. 
(b) Immediate. q 
Remark. As p0 can be determined from a(x), the preceding theorems will 
frequently allow for a swift resolution of the intersection rank. 
Corollary 11. Let p be prime and let 2 be primitive modp. Suppose U(X) is a 
binary polynomial with more than one nonzero coefficient. Then: 
(a) Zf a(1) = 1 and a(x) . a’(x) = 1, then r(T rl A) = p - 1. 
(b) Zf a(1) = 1 and a(x) - aT(x) f 1, GA is boundary resolvable. 
(c) Zf a(1) = 0, then r(Tfl A) = 1. 
Proof. (a) Since a(x) has more than one nonzero coefficient, a row where the 
0-th coordinate is 1 will contain an ui where i is relatively prime to p. Thus GA is 
connected by Lemma 9, and the a(x) . a’(x) + 1 = 0 implies r(T rl A) = p - 1 by 
Theorem 10. 
(b) and (c) When 2 is primitive modp, xp + 1= (x + l)(xP-’ +. . . +x + 1) is 
the factorization over GF(2). A polynomial f(x) where f (1) = 0 will then share 
roots other than 1 with xp + 1 iff f (x) = 0 (mod xp + 1). Thus in the circumstances 
described in (b) and (c), e = 1. Theorem 10 does the rest. Cl 
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Examples. (1) Consider I%& given at the end of Section 1. This is a 5 x 5 circulant 
matrix with a(x) = 1 + x + x2. Since 2 is primitive mod 5 and a’(x) = 1 +x3 +x4, 
a(x) * a’(x) is equal to 1 +x2 +x3 f 1, so GA is boundary resolvable. 
(2) Let G be a bipartite graph with bipartite adjacency matrix 
110110 
011011 
M= 10 1 10 1 
I 1 110 110’ 011011 101101 
This is a circulant 6 X 6 matrix with associated polynomial 
1+x+x3+x4=(X+1)*(x*+x+1) 
over GF(2). Since 
x6 + 1 = (x’ + 1)2 = (x + 1)2(x2 + x + 1)2, 
a(x) has four 6-th roots of unity. As two powers of x are adjacent, p,, = 1. Hence: 
2e - p,, = 7. Thus the intersection rank of G is 7. 
6. Conclusion 
It seems clear that further extensions of these results will be attainable. In 
particular, efforts to use Theorems 1 and 2 in nonbipartite situations are likely to 
be fruitful. This would increase the interest of the above theory. 
Of greater importance, in the author’s opinion, will be attempts to find 
applications to other disciplines of mathematics. Two possibilities suggest 
themselves. First, it may be possible to determine the intersection rank by other 
means (such as graph theory). This would yield immediate information about the 
eigenspaces and ranks of the appropriate adjacency matrices. A second possibility 
is to find a connection between the intersection rank and other graph properties. 
The above theorems might then give useful information about these hypotheti- 
cally related properties. 
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